When it comes to privacy and accountability, people always demand the former for themselves and the latter for everyone else” – David Brin

FATCA was not a flash in the pan. In retrospect, it was merely one stage in the evolutionary process of the ongoing push towards global transparency. The genesis of this was arguably the introduction of domestic and transnational rules to combat money laundering. From this, a body of increasingly harmonised regulatory regimes have emerged, with the OECD Common Reporting Standard being the latest – and arguably most expansive – development. The goals of international rule-makers are undoubtedly sincere, and aimed at combatting areas of real concern, from serious organised crime, to terrorism, to domestic tax evasion. But what has become of the need to protect legitimate rights of privacy? Do domestic governments understand the scope and wider implications of the rules that are being introduced? Will these rules erode legitimate rights of privacy, and the ability of families to execute otherwise uncontroversial succession planning? And how should the private wealth industry seek to reintroduce an element of balance in this brave new world?
Ed Powles, a Partner with Maurice Turnor Gardner, advises on a range of private client and commercial trusts work. He works with financial institutions, private clients, family offices, trustees and beneficiaries on complex UK and international trust law issues, personal taxation, and estate planning. Ed has considerable experience in complex trust law issues, including drafting bespoke family and commercial trusts for a range of clients. He also advises UK and international individuals on UK personal tax, including residence, domicile, the remittance basis, pre-arrival planning and inheritance tax. He also advises charity trustees, those who transact with charities and donors on charity law and philanthropy, including the creation of charities. Having obtained his MA and LLM from Cambridge University, Ed trained at Allen & Overy LLP. He has featured in Citywealth’s Leaders List for many years, was awarded a "Top 35 under 35" award by Private Client Practitioner in 2009, and was shortlisted for the STEP "Young Practitioner of the Year" award in 2013.

Tony Pitcher qualified as a Chartered Accountant with Price Waterhouse following graduation from the Warwick Business School with a degree in Accounting and Financial Analysis. Soon after qualifying he joined the tax division of EY where he became a partner advising mainly on UK taxation of non UK trusts and companies. At EY Tony moved into the trust division where he managed trusts and companies for families with connections to the UK, USA and continental Europe. Following the acquisition of EY’s trust business by a Canadian bank that has Jersey’s largest trust business, Tony first led a trust team of 40 people before he became the Managing Director with oversight of the whole business. Tony led the business for more than three years before deciding that working with clients and their advisers was his passion. He left the bank to work with clients and their advisers directly, most latterly with a UK bank, where he has been for over three years. Tony sits on the committee of the Jersey Branch of STEP and is its immediate past Chair. The STEP Jersey branch has around 1,200 members and is the largest STEP branch outside the UK. He is also a past Chair of the Jersey Taxation Society and has worked on a number of consultative bodies relating to Jersey’s finance industry. Tony joined LGL Trustees in June 2014 to continue his work with ultra high net worth families in an owner-managed trust business where the needs of its clients are paramount.
High net worth individuals today face complex financial decisions—from selling a business to planning and protecting an enduring legacy. Responding effectively to these needs demands far more than a commoditised solution. It requires a firm with sufficient breadth and calibre of talent and capabilities in managing the complexity of issues across different jurisdictions—but small enough to provide a highly personalised service. We believe this is the “raison d’être” of Azure Wealth. Our clients come to us because we listen to their specific needs and provide a solution—not a product. Our clients’ aim is first to preserve and protect the wealth generated over a lifetime of hard work and then grow it steadily for future generations. At Azure Wealth, we work closely with our clients’ trusted advisors across a spectrum of expertise such as tax and estate planning. Azure Wealth’s diverse team of advisers and investment professionals have led some of the most respected private banks globally. It is our understanding of the requirements of private investors today that brought us together to create Azure Wealth. For non-domiciled and international clients, there is great comfort in knowing that Azure Wealth advisors are intimately familiar with the world beyond their borders. We have a genuine appreciation for the needs of global wealth because Azure Wealth is itself a blend of many cultures. A genuine wealth manager will generate original ideas. No two clients approach investing in the same way. Azure Wealth is an entrepreneurial firm with a reputation for understanding both the needs and mind-set of clients who have created wealth. Our performance goals are a function of our clients’ risk appetite, not market indices. Like other managers, we adhere to the principle of diversification but this isn’t enough to provide absolute returns. Years of experience have taught us that it is often preferable to take profits and lock-in performance, not to hope that by retaining enough investments we can spread risk and stem losses. Performance over time is the measure of a wealth manager. Azure Wealth’s performance standards are exacting, a result of a core belief in discipline gained through vast experience of different assets and market conditions around the globe. But performance is more than just an investment concept; it applies to all aspects of service as well.

www.azure-wealth.com
Since opening an office in Jersey in 1962, RBC Wealth Management has continued to build upon its local presence and is proud to be recognised as one of the leading providers of wealth management services in the Channel Islands. By partnering with us, not only will you benefit from our award-winning expertise locally, but the international reach and full service capability of Canada’s largest bank and one of the world’s leading wealth managers.

- Trust Company of the Year, Jersey – Citywealth IFC Awards, 2015

Tel: +44 1534 283838
Email: rbcwinternational@rbc.com
Savills is a leading global real estate advisor listed on the London Stock Exchange. The company, established in 1855, has a rich heritage with unrivalled growth; with over 200 offices worldwide, throughout the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa and the Middle East, employing 19,000 people. Savills has a wide breadth of core services including consultancy, research, acquisition/disposal, leasing, valuation, buildings services and project management, property management, asset management, facilities management, corporate finance advice, insolvency advice, rating, rent review capital allowances, planning. We also offer specialist fund and investment management, real estate finance, and private financial services. A unique combination of sector knowledge and entrepreneurial flair clients access to real estate expertise of the highest calibre. We are regarded as an innovative thinking organisation backed up with excellent negotiating skills. Savills chooses to focus on a defined set of clients, therefore offering a premium service to organisations and individuals with whom we share a common goal. Savills is synonymous with a high quality service offering and a premium brand, takes a long term view to real estate and invests in strategic relationships.

savills.co.uk
Salamanca Group integrates traditional Merchant Banking practices and values with sophisticated Operational Risk expertise, providing a new approach to business. The Group’s track record of enabling business, protecting assets and growing capital has led to it establishing enduring relationships with a broad client base including private individuals, corporates, institutions and governments. Recognising the risks inherent in today’s world, Salamanca Group develops services that help reveal opportunities and manage risks proactively. It delivers these services through the following divisions: Investment & Advisory, Corporate Risk Services, Business Intelligence & Investigations and Private Office. Specifically, the Private Office enables individuals and families to manage their increasingly complex needs and ever-busier lives. We are set apart from other firms due to our ability to offer access to the wider capabilities of the Group including corporate advice and direct investment opportunities to business intelligence. As part of the Private Office offering, the Property Management team manage a full range of property services, ensuring the highest level of professionalism and attention to detail. Working closely with owners, trustees and agents, they provide a range of bespoke services including: Acquisitions, Sales, Property Management, and Insurance services. The Property Management capability spans from the management of commercially let properties in the UK to specialist bespoke property management plans for high value assets in the UK and internationally, working closely alongside the Private Office teams in Security, Lifestyle Management and Education Advisory to provide a unique offering. The Property team have access to the in-house Business Intelligence & Investigations team, providing timely and reliable pre-transactional due diligence and compliance services. With offices established in Accra, Athens, Barcelona, Bucharest, Cape Town, Copenhagen, Geneva, Houston, Limassol, London, Lubumbashi, Madrid, Mauritius, Natal, Rio de Janeiro, St Helier, Tripoli and Warsaw; as well as a network in Dubai, Karachi and Sana’a, Salamanca Group has an established global network.

www.salamanca-group.com
Since our foundation over a century ago, Smith & Williamson has been managing the financial affairs of private clients and their business interests, offering assistance in tax, investment management and financial planning. We are one of the top ten largest firms of accountants in the UK and our investment management business has over £16 billion of funds under management and advice (as at 31 March 2015). Our business spans 12 offices in the UK, Ireland and Jersey, with locations in the City of London, Belfast, Bristol, Birmingham, Dublin, Cheltenham, Glasgow, Guildford, Manchester, Salisbury and Southampton, and an international capability in over 100 countries through membership of Nexia International and M&A International. We have a number of investment management teams with experience of working with trustees in the Bahamas, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man, and Switzerland. Our work with offshore trustees covers mandates ranging from lower risk all bond, to equity portfolios and fund of fund arrangements, and we place particular emphasis on building strong relationships with offshore trustees - building detailed knowledge of each individual mandate. Offshore mandates are typically more complex and we have wide-ranging experience in understanding the structures in place and the implications this may have on our investment strategy. In addition, we provide specialist tax advice from our Jersey office, assisting high-net-worth individuals and businesses with international tax planning and effective financial structuring. The Jersey tax team is supported by the firm’s broader business which includes the full range of services: investment management, business advisory service, banking, corporate finance, corporate recovery and forensic accountancy. We have a large and experienced tax investigations team in the UK, which operates from several UK offices. The team handles tax enquiries and investigations with UK and international issues, and is skilled in both civil and criminal investigations.

*according to the 2014 survey of the market by Accountancy magazine

Important information

Please remember the value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not receive back the original amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

Smith & Williamson LLP Regulated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales for a range of investment business activities. A member of Nexia International Smith & Williamson Investment Management LLP Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority Smith & Williamson Financial Services Limited Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Stephenson Harwood has been looking after the legal needs of wealthy individuals and their families for nearly 200 years. We have always understood that our private clients require a wide range of services, beyond that which is offered by the traditional ‘private client’ firms. This is because our clients are typically entrepreneurial, international and with complex, frequently international, interests. Stephenson Harwood is a full service international law firm, with over 120 partners and 700 staff worldwide. We have nine offices across Asia, Europe and the Middle East: Beijing, Dubai, Hong Kong, London, Paris, Piraeus, Seoul, Shanghai and Singapore. As a truly international firm, with a wide range of legal capabilities, we are ideally positioned to service all the needs of high net worth individuals and their businesses across the globe.

To find out more how we can help you and your clients please contact James Quarmby, head of Private Wealth, on james.quarmby@shlegal.com or his assistant Chris Hards on chris.hards@shlegal.com

www.shlegal.com/expertise/private_wealth
TMF Group is a leading global provider of high value business services to clients operating and investing globally. We operate in more than 120 offices in over 80 countries across the Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and Africa and employ over 5,000 staff. We focus on providing specialised and business-critical financial and administrative services that support our clients in the operation of their corporate structures, finance vehicles and investment funds in different geographical locations. The TMF office in Jersey, with 70 staff, specialises in administering trusts and companies. Our international client base is diversified and includes family offices, HNWIs and corporations. As an independent business we are free to work with banks and advisors without creating conflicts of interest in corporate governance or local regulatory restrictions. We have the ability to source the best service providers for the structures which we administer. By working with TMF Group, not only do you have access to our years of experience and our network of 120 offices worldwide but you also benefit from our unrivalled local knowledge.

www.tmf-group.com
Vistra’s specialist colleagues provide tailored trust, fiduciary, fund and corporate services. We form strong, trusted connections with our clients, based on a deep understanding of their professional worlds, drawn from our extensive experience of working in those same worlds – across finance, structuring, law, and accounting. As part of the Vistra Group, we employ over 1,300 professionals across 35 countries throughout the Americas, Pan Asia Pacific, Middle East and Europe. Our approach is always personal. We develop perceptive solutions to the often complex needs of each individual client, from international corporations to high-net-worth individuals. We always go further for clients, from forming new connections to navigating new jurisdictions, to maximise what is possible in international business.
Booking form and invoice for:
THE PRIVATE WEALTH INDUSTRY — A BRAVE NEW WORLD
Thursday 24th September 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation:</th>
<th>Contact:</th>
<th>Tel:</th>
<th>Email:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of delegates</th>
<th>Names of delegates</th>
<th>Job title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEP Members @ £60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP Students £40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-members @ £80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: £

Payment: Please indicate whether you are paying by BACS ...... cheque ...... or card ...... Alternatively, you can now REGISTER & PAY ONLINE at www.step.org/events

**NB: A separate payment must be issued for each event booked**

Payment by BACS to:
Bank: RBSI Limited
Account: STEP Jersey
Sort Code: 16-10-28
A/C number: 13639472
Ref: Nameoffirm240915(no spaces)

OR: Post your cheque to:
STEP Jersey
PO Box 269, St Helier
Jersey, JE4 8TN

OR: Pay by credit/debit card
Card payments will be processed securely through WorldPay
NB: AMEX not accepted
Name of cardholder: ___________________________
Billing address: _______________________________
Card number: _________________________________
Start date: ___________ End date ___________
Verification No: ___________ Issue No (debit cards): ___________

Terms and conditions:
Conference documentation will be distributed at the event. STEP Jersey branch reserves the right to amend or cancel this event where the occasion necessitates. In such circumstances a full refund of any registration fee will be made but STEP Jersey branch shall accept no further liability. Prices may be subject to change. This booking form constitutes a legally binding contract. The delegate(s) and firm are jointly and severally liable for payment of the fees due. The conference language is English.

Cancellations / Substitutions:
You are able to send a substitute delegate at any time. If a non-STEP member attends in lieu of a STEP member the difference in fees will be charged. No refunds (or credits for future events) will be given for cancellations unless the STEP Jersey office is notified at least 24 hours before the event.

Data Protection
STEP Jersey branch and the STEP Worldwide (“STEP”) may use this information to update its databases, which are used for a wide range of purposes relevant to the activities of the organisation. STEP may also contact you from time to time with details of programmes and events that may be of interest to you. STEP may also disclose your details to our event sponsors, who may themselves contact you in relation to services which you may find of interest. If you would prefer the Society not to disclose and/or use your information in the ways set out above, please contact the Society at step@stepjersey.org

Disclaimer
STEP Jersey accepts no responsibility for statements made in oral or written presentations delivered at its conferences. The views expressed by speakers participating in STEP Jersey conferences are not necessarily the views of STEP Jersey and it does not accept responsibility for the accuracy of any statements made.

STEP JERSEY, PO Box 269, St Helier, Jersey, JE4 8TN
T: 01534 876513—F: 01534 878509—E: step@stepjersey.org—W:step.org/jersey